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Abstract
For any Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebra of type X (1)l (X = A; B; C; D; E; F; G), we give some
explicit irreducible representations from the vertex operators and some oscillator representations
of Virasoro algebra.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 17B65; 17B67; 17B70
0. Introduction
0.1. The theory of vertex operator representations of a<ne and toroidal Lie algebras
is very important both in mathematics and physics. Since the >rst vertex construc-
tion was discovered by Lepowsky and Wilson (1978), the vertex representations for
any a<ne or toroidal Lie algebras have been constructed on certain Fock space by
many authors. However, these representations are not always irreducible (Particularly,
in non-simple-laced cases).
0.2. The vertex construction in the homogeneous picture for the toroidal Lie algebras
is a generalization of the Frenkel–Kac and Segal level-one construction of the a<ne
Kac–Moody algebras (see [3,10]). In [5,7,8,11,12], such representations were given for
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types Al, Dl, El; Bl, F4; G2 and Cl, respectively. In [3], Frenkel and Kac considered
the extension of any a<ne Lie algebra via its Virasoro derivation algebra, the so-called
a<ne-Virasoro Lie algebra, which is a semi-direct product algebra such that the a<ne
algebra is an ideal and the Virasoro algebra is a subalgebra. In this way, any module
of the a<ne algebra can be naturally viewed as a module of the a<ne-Virasoro Lie
algebra. In a recent work [6], Jiang and You proved the reducible modules arising the
vertex homogeneous construction for the a<ne algebra of type Bl are irreducible for
the associated a<ne-Virasoro algebra. Fabbri and Moody also studied such a repre-
sentation problem of the Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebras of rank 2 (i.e.,  = 1) for the
simply-laced types in [2] early in 1994. For the Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebras of the
non-simply-laced types, it is still an open question.
0.3. In this paper, we will solve such a question for all types (in arbitrary rank +1
case) in a uni>ed manner.
0.4. The extended toroidal Lie algebra (one can still call it a toroidal Lie algebra)
of type X (1)l has the following realization:
G˜= G⊗ A⊕ A=dA⊕D∗;
where G is a simple complex Lie algebra of type Xl, A = C[s±1; t±11 ; : : : ; t
±1
 ] is the
Laurent polynomial algebra in + 1 indetermines,














∣∣∣∣ i = 1; : : : ; } :
The Lie bracket is
[x ⊗ f1; y ⊗ f2] = [x; y]⊗ f1f2 + (x; y)f2 df1;




; x ⊗ srtn
]
= nix ⊗ sk+rtm+n;[
s d
ds
; x ⊗ srtn
]
= rx ⊗ srtn;



























additionally, s−1 ds commutes with any element in G˜ and s d=ds is the degree derivation
associated to indeterminate s. Where G is a >nite-dimensional complex simple Lie
algebra of type Xl and (·; ·) is Killing form of G which is a non-degenerate symmetric
bilinear form.
0.5. In this paper, the symbol Z− (resp. Z+) means the set of all negative integers
(resp. positive integers), and Z− (resp. Z+) means the set of all non-positive integers
(resp. non-negative integers).
1. Vertex representations of toroidal Lie algebras
1.1. At >rst, suppose G is a >nite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra of type
Xl. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra with dual space H∗. Assume H∗R is a real space of
H∗. Then there is a positive de>nite symmetric bilinear form (; ) on H∗R and a subset





which is the entry of Cartan matrix of type Xl and
max
16i6l
(i; i) = 2:
Then  is a prime root system of G and its root lattice is
Q= SpanZ{1; : : : ; l}:
De>ne
T= SpanZ{1; : : : ; }  = SpanZ{d1; : : : ; d}:
Let L= Q⊕ZT⊕Z .
1.2. Denoted by R= 1 for ADE type, R= 2 for BCF type, R= 3 for G type, and
R(Xl) = {0}; if R= 1; R(Xl) = {0; 1}; if R= 2; R(Xl) = {0;±1}; if R= 3:
Particularly, there exists 06 l′¡l, and we can choose the i’s index such that
(i; i) = 2 for 16 i6 l′; (i; i) = 2 for 1′¡i6 l:
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1.3. Extending the bilinear form on Q to the Z-valued symmetric bilinear form on
L by
(i; j) = (i; j) = (di; dj) = (i; dj) = 0
and
(i; dj) = ij:





kii + m + dk ;
l∑
i=1








{−1 i + j ∈ %˙ and i¿ j;
1 other pair (i; j):
Particularly, when R= 2; 3 or in case of type A,
$0(i; j) =
{−1 i = j + 1;
1 other pair (i; j):



















(ki − '(ki)) i;
where '(ki) is a number in R(X ) such that '(ki) ≡ ki mod R.
1.6. We de>ne another map fX : L× L→ {±1} by
fX (+ m + dk ; ) + n + dr)
=
 (−1)
(s(); ))+(p(); p())+p(+))) for X = other thanG;
(−1)12 (p(); p()+p())−p(+))) for X = G:
1.7. Now set $= $0 ◦ fX . Then for all ; ); + )∈ %˙, we have
$(; )) =−$(); ):
In fact, we only need to check it for R=2, since it is clear for the cases when R=1,






$0(; )) = $0(); )(−1)
∑l−1
i=1 kiri+1+ki+1ri :
On the other hand, we have
(−1)(;)) = (−1) j1 ; (−1)(p();p())) = (−1) j2 ;
(−1)(s();)) = (−1) j3 ; (−1)(; s())) = (−1) j4 ;


































































ki(ri+1 − '(ri+1)) + ki+1(ri − '(ri));
hence, (−1) j1+j2+j3+j4 = (−1)
∑l−1
i=1 kiri+1+ki+1ri , which means
$0(; )) = $0(); )(−1)(;))+(p();p()))+(s();))+(; s())):
(1) If ∈ %˙L; ); + )∈ %˙, then $0(; ))(−1)(s();)) =−$0(); )(−1)(; s()));
(2) If ; )∈ %˙S ; + )∈ %˙L, then $0(; ))(−1)(s();)) =−$0(); )(−1)(; s()));
(3) If ; );  + )∈ %˙S ; p() + p()) = p( + )), then $0(; ))(−1)(s();)) =
−$0(); )(−1)(; s()));
(4) If ; ); + )∈ %˙S ; (p(); p()))¿ 0, then $0(; ))(−1)(s();)) = $0(); )(−1)(; s())).
Therefore, by the de>nition of $, for all ; ); + )∈ %˙, we have
$(; )) =−$(); ):
1.8. Denote QS=SpanZ{i|i6 l′}. Set H =C⊗Z L; HS=C⊗ZQS (⊂ H). Let H (k);
HS(k + i=R) be an isomorphic copy of H and HS , respectively. Here i∈R(Xl).
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with Lie bracket




















[H˜ ; c ] = 0;














is a subalgebra of H˜ . Note: when R = 1, the middle direct summands of HS(n)’s are















and S(Ĥ−) be the symmetric algebra generated by Ĥ−. Then S(Ĥ−) is an Ĥ -module
with the action de>ned by
c · v= v
and
a(−m) · v= a(−m)v;
a(m) · b(−n) = m(a; b)m;n;
for a; b∈H and valid m; n∈ 1R Z+.
1.11. De>ne a group algebra C[L] with basis element of the form er (r ∈L), and
the product
er1er2 = er1+r2 ; r1; r2 ∈L:
1.12. Let
V (L) = S(Ĥ−)⊗ C[L]
and de>ne the actions of Ĥ on it:




a(0) · (v⊗ er) = (a; r) v⊗ er:
Then V (L) is a H˜ -module.
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1.13. Let z be a complex variable. For a∈L; ∈Q, de>ne C-linear operators as
za(v⊗ er) = zR(; r)v⊗ er;
ea(v⊗ er) = v⊗ ea+r ;
$(v⊗ er) = $0(; r)v⊗ er for G2;
$(v⊗ er) = (−1)(s()−p(); r)$0(; r)v⊗ er for other cases;





























Then E±(a; z); F±(p(); z) and a(z) are elements in (EndV (L))<z; z−1=.
1.14. Let V˜ (L) be the formal completion of V (L), we give some vertex operators




a(i)b(j) if i6 j;
b(j)a(i) if i¿ j;
where a; b∈H and valid i; j∈ 1=RZ.
Vertex operators:
(1) For ∈Q and a null root n, de>ne
Y (+ n; z) = E−(+ n; z)E+(+ n; z)F−(p(); z)F+(p(); z);
X $(+ n; z) = Y (+ n; z)z
R
2 (;)e+nz+n$:
(2) For ∈Q and b∈L, de>ne
Tb(+ n; z)
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The Laurent series of the operators X $(+ m; z) and Ta(b; z) are denoted by












Then X $n (+ m) and T
a
n (b) are operators on V (L) for all n∈ 1=RZ.







ni − 12(r; r)
)
v:
The number −∑pi=1 ni − 12 (r; r) is called the degree of v and denoted by deg(v).
1.15. Thanks [9], we can get the following result:
Theorem 1.1. The C-linear space L spanned by
{Tk (m); X $k (+ m); T ik (m); X $k (m); T dik (m); d0|∈ %˙; k ∈Z;
m∈Z; i = 1; : : : ; }
is a Lie algebra under the bracket; which is a homomorphic image of the (extended)
toroidal Lie algebra G˜. Assume 4 is the isomorphism of linear spaces from H to H∗
such that (a; b) = b(4−1(a)), for a; b∈H∗, and 4(∨i ) = Ri (0¡i6 l′); 4(∨j ) =
j (l′¡j6 l). Then there is a surjective homomorphism 5 given by
5(e ⊗ sk tm) = X $k (+ m);
5(4−1()⊗ sk tm) = Tk (m);


















That is, V (L) is a G˜-module.
Remark. Note that, if ; ); + )∈ %˙, then
[X $r (+ m); X
$
k () + n) ] = c;) $(; ))X
$
r+k(+ ) + m+n);
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where c;) is some positive integer not larger than R. In details,
(1) c;) = 1, if R= 1;
(2) c;) = 1 + 1; (p();p())), if R= 2;
(3) c;) =
5+3(;))
2 , if R= 3.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
2.1. By analogy of argument in Section 3.4 of [4], we can easily obtain
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that z and w are two complex variables. Then
E+(+ m; z)E−() + n; w) = z−R(;))(zR − wR)(;))E−() + n; w)E+(+ m; z);
F+(p(); z)F−(p()); w) = (z − w)R(p();p()))(zR − wR)−(p();p()))
×F−(p(); z)F+(p()); w);
for |z|¿ |w| and ; )∈ %˙ ∪ {0}; m; n∈Z.
2.2. In the following, our aim is to show that the linear space L (spanned by






































(zR − wR)2+ : (z))(w) : |z|¡ |w|:













(zR − wR)2+ : (z))(w) :
]








(zR − wR)2 X








(z′ − wR)2 X
$(m; z)X $(n; w) d(z′)
=(; ))wRk
(
































j () + n)] = (; ))X
$
k+j() + m+n); ∈Q; )∈ %˙:
Proof.
T(m; z)X $() + n; w)
= : (z)X $(m; z) :X $() + n)





zR − wR X
$() + n; w)+ : (z)X $() + n) :
)
; |z|¿ |w|
X $() + n; w)T(m; z)
=X $() + n; w) : (z)X $(m; z):





zR − wR X
$() + n; w)+ : (z)X $() + n) :
)
; |z|¡ |w|:
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Thus
[Tk (m); X













X $() + n; w)








zRk−1(; ))X $(m; z)
zR
zR − wR X
$() + n; w) dz
=(; ))wRkX $() + m+n; w):
Therefore, this lemma holds.
Lemma 2.4. For ; ); + )∈ %˙, r; k ∈Z and m; n∈Z, we have
[X $r (+ m); X
$
k () + n)] =
5 + 3(; ))
2
$(; ))X $r+k(+ ) + m+n)
for G2, and for other cases
[X $r (+ m); X
$
k () + n)] = ((p() = p()) = 0) + 1)
× $(; ))X $r+k(+ ) + m+n)
and for all cases
[X $r (+ m); X
$
k () + n)] = 0
if ; )∈ %˙; + ) ∈ %˙ ∪ {0}.
The proof for G2 is given in [7] since our $(; ) and operators for G2 coincide with
those in [7]. The proof for other cases will be given using the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. For non-G2 case, if ; )∈ %˙; +) ∈ %˙∪{0}, then (; ))¿ |(p(); p()))|.
Proof. Assume that p; q∈Z related by the equation
r − q= )(∨)
such that ) + k∈ %˙ ∪ {0} if and only if −p6 k6 q; k ∈Z. Since  + ) ∈ %˙ ∪ {0},
we have q= 0. Therefore (; ))¿ 0.
If ∈ %˙L or )∈ %˙L, then (p(); p())) = 0, then this lemma is true.
Suppose that ; )∈ %˙S , then +p()∈ %˙L ∪ 2Q. Then one can easily check that this
lemma holds under this case.
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Lemma 2.6. In non-G2 cases, for ; )∈ %˙, and k ∈Z; m; n∈Z, we have
[X $k (+ m); X






(−1)(s()−p();))zRk−1$0(; ))z−R(;))(zR − wR)(;))−(p();p()))
×(z − w)R(p();p()))(zw−1)R=2(;+2))
×X $(+ m; ) + n; z; w)(−1)p(+))−p()−p())(zw−1)+m$+) dz:
Then by the result of Lemma 2.6, we have the following discussion (in fact, R= 1
or 2):
(a) If ∈ %˙L and ); + )∈ %˙, then (; )) =−1 and p() = 0, p()) = p(+ )), so
$(; )) = $0(; ))(−1)(s()−p();)),
[X $k (+ m); X






zRk−1$(; ))zR(zR − wR)(;))






zRk−1$(; ))zR(zR − wR)−1X $(+ m; ) + n; z; w)
× (zw−1)+m$+) dz:
=wRk$(; ))X $(+ ) + m+n; w);
hence
[X $k (+ m); X
$
r () + n)] = $(; ))X
$
k+r(+ ) + m+n):
(b) If ; )∈ %˙S and + )∈ %˙L, then (; )) = 0 and p() =p()) = 0, p(+ )) = 0,
so $(; ))= $0(; ))(−1)(s()−p();))+1, particularly, R=2, (; )=(p(); p())=1, then
[X $k (+ m); X





z2k−1$(; ))(z + w)−1(z − w)(zw−1)
×X $(+ m; ) + n; z; w)(−1)−2p()(zw−1)+m$+) dz;
=2w2k$(; ))X $(+ ) + m+n; w)(−1)2(−p()+);
since −p() + ∈ %˙L ∪ 2Q, we have (−1)2(−p()+) = id, so
[X $k (+ m); X
$
r () + n)] = 2$(; ))X
$
k+r(+ ) + m+n):
(c) If ; ); + )∈ %˙S , then (; )) =− 12 and p() = 0, also we have R= 2.
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(i) When p() = p()) − p( + )), we have $(; )) = $0(; ))(−1)(s()−p();)) and
(p(); p())) = 12 , so
[X $k (+ m); X






z2k−1$(; ))z(z + w)−1X $(+ m; ) + n; z; w)(−1)−2p()
× (zw−1)+m$+) dz
=w2k$(; ))X $(+ ) + m+n; w)(−1)−2(p()+)
=w2k$(; ))X $(+ ) + m+n; w);
hence,
[X $k (+ m); X
$
r () + n)] = $(; ))X
$
k+r(+ ) + m+n):
(ii) When p() = p( + )) − p()), we have $(; )) = $0(; ))(−1)(s()−p();)) and
(p(); p())) =− 12 , so
[X $k (+ m); X






z2k−1$(; ))z(z − w)−1X $(+ m; ) + n; z; w)(zw−1)+m$+) dz
=w2k$(; ))X $(+ ) + m+n; w);
hence,
[X $k (+ m); X
$
r () + n)] = $(; ))X
$
k+r(+ ) + m+n):
(iii) When p() =p()) +p(+ )), we have $(; )) = $0(; ))(−1)(s()−p();))+1, so
[X $k (+ m); X
$
r () + n)]
= − [X $r () + n); X $k (+ m)]
= − $(); )X $k+r(+ ) + m+n)
= $(; ))X $k+r(+ ) + m+n):
(d) When ; )∈ %˙ but + ) ∈ %˙ ∪ {0}, Since in this case (; ))¿ |(p(); p()))| and
R= 1; 2, we have
[X $k (+ m); X






(−1)(s()−p();))zRk−1$0(; ))z−R(;))(zR − wR)(;))−(p();p()))
×(z − w)R(p();p()))(zw−1)R2 (;+2))
×X $(+ m; ) + n; z; w)(−1)p(+))−p()−p())(zw−1)+m$+) dz = 0:
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(e) For ∈ %˙ and k; j∈Z, we have










j (n)] = niT
dr
k+j(m+n)− mrTdik+j(m+n)
− nimr[Tmk+j(m+n) + kX $k+j(m+n)];
[Tdik m; T
r







kX $k (m) + T
m
k (m) = 0;
[Tdik (m); X
$
j (+ n)] = niX
$
k+j(+ m+n);
where i; r = 1; : : : ; ; k; j∈Z and m; n∈Z.
By all these results (from Lemma 2.2 to Lemma 2.7), we know that Theorem 1.1
is true.
3. Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebras
3.1. Let d(k)=−sk+1 dds (i∈Z) be a derivation of C[s; s−1]. Extend it to the operators
on a toroidal Lie algebra G˜ by
d(k)(x ⊗ smtn) =−mx ⊗ sk+mtn;
d(k)(smtnt−1i dti) =−msk+mtnt−1i dti;













The >rst two asserts are in natural way, the third one is just de>ned in [1] and one
can check that d(k) is a derivation of G˜ through direct computation. Further more,
SpanC{d(k)|k ∈Z} is a Lie algebra. Its universal central extension by one dimensional
center CK is iterated Virasoro algebra, denoted by Vir, the bracket is de>ned by




3.2. We will consider the Lie algebra G˜Vir = G˜ + Vir with the bracket above and
[s−1ds; K] = 0. Here the sum of algebras is not direct since sd=ds∈ G˜ ∩ Vir.
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3.3. In order to give a representation of the Virasoro-toroidal Lie algebra, it is need
only to give the action of Vir on V (L) since we have given a vertex representation
V (L) for the toroidal Lie algebra in Section 1.
4. Oscillator operators and vertex representation
4.1. In this section, our main aim is to show that V (L) is also a G˜Vir-module. Assume
that H∗R has a normal orthogonal basis {e1; : : : ; el} such that {e1; : : : ; el′} is a basis of
HS .




















































































Let Lk = L′k + L
′′
k for any integer k.
4.3. In the following (from Lemma 4.1 to Lemma 4.6) proves that the operators
{Lk |k ∈Z} give a representation of Vir.
Lemma 4.1. For v⊗ er ∈V (L), we have
L0(v⊗ er) =
(





Lemma 4.2. For n; k ∈Z, we have






















; 16 i6 l′:
These two lemmas are easy to check directly.
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Lemma 4.3. For k; n∈Z and ∈ %˙; m∈Z, we have
[Lk ; X $n (+ m)] =−nX $n+k(+ m):
Proof. It is clear that
deg(X $n (+ m)(v⊗ er)) = n+ deg(v⊗ er);
deg((+ m)(n)(v⊗ er)) = n+ deg(v⊗ er):
Easily, we have
[L0; X $n (+ m)] =− nX $n (+ m):
Similar to the associated proof in [6], we know that




p()] =−pX $k+p(); ∀∈ %˙:
Moreover,














































= [L′′0 ; X
$
k+n(m)] = [L0; X
$
k+n(m)]
=−(k + n)X $k+n(m):
Meanwhile, because  and m commute, then by the de>nition of X (+m; z) we have
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So we have
[Lk ; X $n (+ m)] =
∑
i∈Z





















(n− i)X $k+n−i()X $i (m)−
∑
i∈Z

















i (m) =−nX $k+n(+ m):
Then this lemma is true.
Lemma 4.4. For k; n∈Z and 16 i6 ; m∈Z, we have
[Lk ; T in (m)] =−nTin+k(m):
Proof. By the de>nition and the results above we have




















− (j − k)i(j)X $p+k(m)
− (p+ k)i(j)X $p+k(m)
)
z−Rp−Rj






− (j − k)i(j)X $p+k(m)


















So [Lk ; T in (m)] =−nTin+k(m).
Lemma 4.5. For k; n∈Z and 16 i6 ; m∈Z, we have












Then for k¿ 0, we have




[Lk ; di(j)X $n−j(m)] +
∑
j¿0




− jdi(j + k)X $n−j(m) +
∑
j¿0




− (n− j + k)di(j)X $n−j+k(m) +
∑
j¿0




(k − j)di(j)X $n−j+k(m) +
∑
j¿k




− (n− j + k)di(j)X $n−j+k(m) +
∑
j¿0











(k − j)[di(j); X $n−j+k(m)];
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that is to say




The proof for k ¡ 0 is similar.
Lemma 4.6. For m; n∈Z, we have




Proof. At >rst, L′m and L
′′
n are commute for all integers m; n and it very similar to
which has been checked in [6], we have
[L′m; L
′






























i(−k)[i(−j); di(k + m)]di(j + m)
= (m− n)L′′m+n:
Hence














= (m− n)L′m+n +
m3 − m
12
(l+ (R− 1)l′)m+n;0 + (m− n)L′′m+n




4.4. Then we have an important result:
Theorem 4.1. V (L) is a G˜Vir-module with the action de;ned by the following:
d(k)(v⊗ er) = Lk(v⊗ er); ∀k ∈Z;
K(v⊗ er) = (l+ (R− 1)l′)(v⊗ er)
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and for x∈ G˜
x(v⊗ er) = 5(x)(v⊗ er):










V (L) = ⊕
i∈R(Xl)
V (L)i=R:
4.5. Remark. Obviously, the operators d(0) and d0 are the same element in EndV (L),
so this representation is well-de>ned. Particularly, the C-linear space
GAff = G⊗ C[s; s−1]⊕ Cs−1ds⊕ Vir
is just the so-called a<ne-Virasoro Lie algebra as a subalgebra of G˜Vir . Then we have
also given representations for an a<ne-Virasoro Lie algebra.
For any 8∈, let
V (8) = SpanC{v⊗ er|v∈ S(Ĥ−); r ∈ 8 +T+ Q}
and
V (8)i=R = V (L)i=R ∩ V (8); i∈R(Xl):
Then we have the following result:
Theorem 4.2. V (8)i=R’s are G˜Vir-modules. In particular, they are irreducible for any
type.
5. Proof of Theorem 4.2





















e ⊗ sk tm
∣∣ k¿ 0; mj¿ 0; ∈ %˙+} ;
V3 = SpanC
{
e ⊗ sk tm
∣∣ k ¿ 0; mj¿ 0; ∈ %˙−} ;
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V4 = SpanC
{
h⊗ sk tm ∣∣ k ¿ 0; mj¿ 0; h∈H} ;











∣∣∣∣ h∈H; 16 i6 } :
De-nition 5.1. A G˜Vir-module W is called a highest weight module if there exists a
non-zero vector v∈W such that for a given ;∈H∗Vir,
h(v) = ;(h)v; ∀ h∈HVir;
x · v= 0; ∀ x∈ G˜+Vir; W =U(G˜Vir) v;
where U(X) stands for the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra X.
5.2 From [7,11,12], we know that V (8) are completely reducible G˜-module, and
V (8)i=R is a direct sum of highest weight G˜-modules with the same highest weight.
Thereby, it is easy to see that V (8)i=R is a weight G˜Vir-module. In what follows, we will
prove it is irreducible (consequently, a highest weight G˜Vir-module). For convenience,
we only treat the case V (8)0.
Note an easy fact that 1 ⊗ e8 under G˜Vir generates V (8)0. On the other hand, we
will show that any non-zero submodule W of V (8)0 contains the element 1⊗e8, which
implies V (8)0 is irreducible. To this end, noticing that V (8)0 is a weight module and
Z-graded for G˜Vir, so is any non-zero submodule W of V (8)0. Consequently, for any
































̂− = ̂ ∩ Ĥ−; T̂− = T̂ ∩ Ĥ−; Q̂− = Q̂ ∩ Ĥ−:
Obviously, ̂− ⊕ T̂− ⊕ Q̂− = Ĥ−:
Assume 8∈ and take any non-zero homogeneous element <1 = v⊗ e8+m+ ∈W ,
where m ∈T and ∈Q. Then there exist ui ∈ S(̂−); vj ∈ S(T̂−) and wk ∈ S(Q̂−)
such that v=
∑
(i; j; k) uivjwk .
5.3. Assuming R¡ 3.
The proof will be >nished in the following steps.
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Step 1: By de>nition, Tim (0)= i(m). We use them to diQerentiate out ui’s. Consid-














k ⊗ e8+= : <3:
Step 3: Similarly, Tdim (0) = di(m), so we can omit v
′
j ’s from <3 by using such
operators and obtain a non-zero element of the form <4 = w′ ⊗ e8+.
Step 4: Using operators X $ni(i)(i=1; : : : ; l; ni ∈Z) to act on <4, after >nitely many
times, we can obtain a non-zero element of the form <5=w′′⊗e8. Clearly, w′′ ∈ S(Q̂−).
Step 5: Owing to Tij (0) = i(j) and using them (imaginary root vectors) to act on
<5, we get a non-zero element of the form w(3) ⊗ e8. Obviously, w(3) ∈ S(Q̂−S ), the
symmetry (sub-)algebra generated by all i(−n+ 12) (16 i6 l′, n∈Z+).
Remark. It is possible to choose a normal orthogonal basis {ei|i = 1; : : : ; l} such that
{e1; : : : ; el′} is a basis of HS and (1 + · · ·+ d; ei) = 0 and (1 + · · ·+ d; ej) = 0 for
16 i6d6 l′ and j¿d. Assume that we have chosen such a basis. Then we write
<6 = w(3) ⊗ e8 =
∑
mi; j∈Z+











here N is a some positive integer, and only >nitely many coe<cients are non-zero.




j=1 mi;j ∈ 2Z+.
Step 6: Noting a direct fact that if w∈ S(Q̂−S ) is a non-zero polynomial such that













where ni ∈{0; 1}, 2s6 l′.
In view of the above consideration and Li(1 ⊗ e8) = 0 for i¿ 0, repeatedly acting
L1 on <6, by Lemma 4.2, we >nally get a non-zero element of the form:
<7(s) = w ⊗ e8;
such that Li(<7(s)) = 0 for all i¿ 0.
Step 7: Assume that i1 is the >rst minimal integer such that some a′(0; : : : ; 0; n′i1 ; : : : ;
n′l′) = 0.

















and for any non-zero coe<cient with index n′i = 0 for i6 i1.
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Step 8: Assume that i2 is the second minimal integer such that some a(1)(n′1; : : : ; n
′
l′) =
0 and n′i2 = 1, then we obtain a non-zero element of the form:












⊗ e8 =<7(s− 1):
Repeating (Steps 7 and 8) for s − 1 times, >nally, we get c ⊗ e8, where c is a
non-zero constant. That is, every non-trivial submodule W of V (8)0 contains 1⊗ e8.
The proof for V (8) 1
2
is similar.
5.4. Assuming R= 3.
Step 1: Similar to the above discussion, for any non-zero homogeneous element in






















Step 2: Using the action of Li’s repeatedly, we can >nally get a non-zero element
of the form:




















Step 3: If m¿ 0, we get a non-zero element of the form:






















⊗ e8 = @2(c(1); s− 1):
Note: for the latter, we need only to repeat Step 3 for s− 1 times to get a non-zero
element c(s) ⊗ e8, while for the former, we need to proceed more Steps below.
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Step 4: (I) If a′ = 0, acting L1 on <3, owing to m− 2¿ 0, we have





⊗ e8 =<2(a(1); 0; s− 1);
where m′ = m− 3 = 3(s− 1); a(1) = a′9 .
(II) If a′ = 0, then b′ = 0, so we have <3 = b′e1
(− 13)2m−3 ⊗ e8. Since m= 3s¿ 0,
we obtain 2m− 3 = 3(2s− 1)¿ 0, and a non-zero element





⊗ e8 =<2(0; b(1); s− 1);
where 2m− 6 = 6(s− 1).
Step 5: For both cases: (I) and (II), repeating (Steps 3 and 4) for s− 1 times, we
get a non-zero element
<2(a(s); 0; 0) = a(s) ⊗ e8; or <2(0; b(s); 0) = b(s) ⊗ e8:
That is, every non-trivial submodule W of V (8)0 contains 1⊗ e8.
The proofs for V (8)(1=3) and V (8)−(1=3) are similar.
5.5. From subsections 5.3 and 5.4, we know Theorem 4.2 is true.
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